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A small fraction, f , of cosmic string loops can collapse to form Primordial Black Holes (PBHs).
Constraints on the abundance of PBHs can therefore be used to constrain f . We update these
calculations, taking into account the PBH extended mass function, and find f < 10−31(Gµ/c2)−3/2.
This is roughly one order of magnitude tighter than previous constraints. The improvement from
the tighter constraints on the abundance of PBHs is partly off-set by refinements to the theoretical
calculation of the cosmic string loop formation rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmic strings are topological defects which may form
during phase transitions in the early Universe [1]. For
reviews see e.g. Refs. [2–5]. The cosmic string network
quickly reaches a stable scaling solution, with loops of
radii smaller than the Hubble radius constantly being
produced due to the dynamics of long string interactions
and loop self-intercommutations. These loops oscillate
and decay slowly by emitting gravitational radiation [6].
A cosmic string loop which contracts under its own ten-
sion to a size smaller than its Schwarzschild radius can
form a black hole [7, 8]. There are tight observational
constraints on the abundance of Primordial Black Holes
(PBHs), in particular from the products of their evapo-
ration [9]. These constraints can be translated into limits
on the cosmic string loop collapse fraction [10, 11].
The cosmic string tension, (Gµ/c2), plays a key role
in the properties of the cosmic string network. The
tightest current constraint on its value comes from lim-
its, from the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array [12, 13], on
the stochastic gravitational wave background produced
by oscillations of cosmic string loops. For the stan-
dard cosmic string production scenario, and assuming
a string intercommutation probability p = 1 as found
in field theory simulations of local cosmic strings [14],
(Gµ/c2) < 1.5× 10−11 [15].
As we will outline in Sec. II, the loop formation rate,
and hence the PBH formation rate, dnPBH/dt, is propor-
tional to t−4a3(t) where a(t) is the scale factor. During
radiation domination, a(t) ∝ t1/2, while the mass, M , of
a PBH formed from cosmic string loop collapse at time
t is proportional to the typical string loop mass, which
varies as t. Consequently the PBHs have a mass function
of the form dnPBH/dM ∝ M
−5/2 [11]. This extended
mass function needs to be taken into account when ap-
plying the PBH abundance constraints [11], which are
usually calculated assuming a delta-function mass func-
tion.
In Sec. II we outline the calculation of the cosmic string
loop formation rate and the resulting PBH abundance.
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In Sec. III we use updated PBH abundance constraints to
constrain the properties of the cosmic string network, in
particular the loop collapse fraction, f . Finally we give
concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
II. COSMIC STRING LOOP FORMATION AND
COLLAPSE
The density parameter of PBHs produced by cos-
mic string loops was previously derived by Caldwell &
Gates [10] and MacGibbon et al. [11], using the calcu-
lation of the cosmic string loop production rate from
Caldwell & Allen [16]. We outline the calculation here
in order to clarify numerical factors in the final results 1.
Throughout we assume the standard scenario, where cos-
mic strings are produced in a thermal phase transition
and reach a scaling solution soon afterwards.
Long cosmic strings, denoted by ‘∞’, have equation of
state
p∞ =
1
3
ρ∞c
2[2〈v2〉 − 1] , (1)
where 〈v2〉 is the mean squared velocity in units of c2, and
recent simulations find that during radiation domination
〈v2〉 = 0.40 [18].
Cosmic string loops, denoted by ‘ℓ’, have pℓ = 0 and
hence, using conservation of energy in an expanding uni-
verse,
ρ˙∞ + 2Hρ∞[〈v
2〉+ 1] = −[ρ˙ℓ + 3Hρℓ] , (2)
where dots denote differentiation with respect to time
and H = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter. The right hand
side of Eq. (2) corresponds to the rate of change in energy
due to loops being formed. This energy can be related
to the number of loops produced up to time t within a
comoving volume V (t), nℓ:
dEℓ
dt
= µc2L
dnℓ
dt
, (3)
1 This calculation could alternatively, in principle, be carried out
in terms of the loop production rate found from simulations e.g.
Ref. [17].
2and Eℓ = V (t)ρℓ.
Following Refs. [10, 11], and also more recent work
constraining cosmic strings using LIGO data [19], we as-
sume that all of the loops formed have a length which is
a constant fraction of the horizon distance at that time:
L = αRH(t) where
RH(t) = ca(t)
∫ t
0
dt′
a(t′)
, (4)
is the horizon distance. Recent large simulations find
α ∼ 0.1 [18]. Refs. [10, 11] assumed that all of the loop
energy is in these large loops. However more recent simu-
lations (e.g. Ref. [17]) have subsequently found that only
a small fraction δ ∼ 0.1 of the loop energy is in large
loops, with the majority going into the kinetic energy
of the subdominant (in terms of number density) small
loop population, which red-shifts away quickly. The infi-
nite string density is given by [16]
ρ∞ =
Aµc2
R2H(t)
, (5)
where recent simulations find A ≈ 44 [18, 20].
Combining Eqs. (2), (3) and (5), and taking into ac-
count the fraction of the loop energy in long loops, δ,
the rate of loop formation during radiation domination
is given by
dnℓ
dt
=
Aδ V (t)
8αc3t4
[1− 〈v2〉] , (6)
and PBHs form from the collapse of cosmic string loops
at a rate
dnPBH
dt
= f
dnℓ
dt
. (7)
The loop collapse fraction, f , is not well known, in par-
ticular for the observationally allowed values of (Gµ/c2).
Following earlier analytic calculations [7, 8], numeri-
cal simulations by Caldwell & Casper found that f =
104.9±0.2(Gµ/c2)4.1±0.1 for 10−3 . (Gµ/c2) . 3 ×
10−2 [21]. They argued that this parameterization is
valid down to (Gµ/c2) ∼ 10−6, however the observational
constraints from the stochastic gravitational wave back-
ground are now much tighter than this, (Gµ/c2) . 10−11.
We therefore treat f as an unknown parameter.
In addition to the factor of δ, our expression for the
loop collapse rate, dnℓ/dt, Eq. (6), differs from that used
by MacGibbon et al. [11] by a factor ([1 − 〈v2〉]/8)/4 ∼
10−2 which is non-negligible. They cite Caldwell &
Gates [10] for the origin of their expression, who in turn
cite Caldwell & Allen [16]. Caldwell & Allen’s final ex-
pression for the loop collapse rate, their Eq. (3.7), is writ-
ten in the form
dnℓ
dt
= −
V (t)
µαc2RH(t)
[
ρ˙∞ + 2Hρ∞
(
〈v2〉+ 1
)]
. (8)
Our expression, Eq. (6), comes from substituting their
expression for ρ∞, Eq. (5), into this expression along
with H = 1/(2t) and RH(t) = 2ct. The factor of 8 in
our expression comes from three powers of the factors
of 2 in the Hubble parameter and the horizon distance.
This suggests that Ref. [10] may have made the approx-
imations H ≈ 1/t and RH(t) ≈ ct. The additional factor
of 4 is in fact absorbed by the different fiducial values of
A, the constant of proportionality in the expression for
ρ∞. As discussed above, we use A ≈ 44 which is similar
to the value found by Caldwell & Allen [16] for radiation
domination (A ≈ 52), while Caldwell & Gates [16] and
MacGibbon et al. [11] use A ≈ 10. So ultimately our ex-
pression for the loop formation rate (and hence the PBH
formation rate) is smaller by a factor (1−〈v2〉)/8 = 0.075.
The present day PBH density parameter is given by
ΩPBH =
1
ρc,0
∫ t0
t⋆
dnPBH
dt′
M(t′)dt′ , (9)
where ρc,0 is the critical density today, at t0, andM(t
′) ≈
αµct′ is the mass of a PBH that forms at time t′ 2 and t⋆
is the formation time of a PBH with massM⋆ ≈ 5×10
14 g
which is completing its evaporation today [24]. We as-
sume that the mass of the lightest PBHs formed,Mmin =
αµctmin where tmin is the formation time of the first light-
est PBHs, is much smaller than M⋆. Using the rela-
tionship between temperature and time during radiation
domination [25]
(
t
1 s
)
≈
(
1MeV
T
)2
,
this is the case if the phase transition at which the cosmic
strings form takes place at a temperature
T ≫
(
Gµ/c2
10−11
)1/2
103GeV .
It will prove useful to define an effective present day
PBH density parameter, which is the density the PBHs
would have today if those with M < M⋆ had not evapo-
rated:
ΩeffPBH =
1
ρc,0
∫ t0
tmin
dnPBH
dt′
M(t′)dt′ . (10)
Inserting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (10), and neglect-
ing the recent period of dark energy domination so that
ρc,0 = (6πGt
2
0)
−1 and
V (t′) ≡
[
a(t′)
a(t0)
]3
=
(
teq
t0
)2(
t′
teq
)3/2
, (11)
2 The PBH mass may depend on the radius of the loop from which
it formed [22], however this has to date only been studied for
large tensions, (Gµ/c2) ∼ 10−2, therefore we do not take this
into account. We also do not include the decrease in the mass
of an individual PBH with time due to its evaporation, as this is
only significant at the very end of its lifetime, e.g. Ref. [23].
3where teq is the time at matter-radiation equality, we find
ΩeffPBH =
3π
2
Aδf [1− 〈v2〉]
Gµ
c2
(
tmin
teq
)−1/2
. (12)
Using teq = 3.4 × 10
10(Ωmh
2)−2 s [25] with Ωmh
2 =
0.14 [26] this can be rewritten as
ΩeffPBH(Mmin) ≈ cstring
(
Mmin
M⋆
)−1/2
, (13)
with
cstring = 3× 10
2f
(
δ
0.1
)(
A
44
)( α
0.1
)1/2( [1− 〈v2〉]
0.6
)
×
(
Gµ/c2
1.5× 10−11
)3/2
, (14)
where we have normalized the string network parame-
ters to the values discussed above. Our expression for
ΩeffPBH differs from previous calculations [11], due to the
difference in the normalization of the cosmic string loop
production rate discussed above and also the inclusion
of PBHs with M < M⋆. The latter allows us to in-
clude the tight constraints on the abundance of PBH
with M ∼ 1013−14 g which come from the damping of
small-scale CMB anisotropies.
III. PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLE
CONSTRAINTS
Constraints on the abundance of PBHs are usually cal-
culated assuming a delta-function mass function, i.e. as-
suming that all PBHs form at the same time with mass
equal to a constant fraction, γ, of the horizon mass at
that time M = γMH. For PBHs with M < M⋆ which
have evaporated by today the constraints are expressed
in terms of the initial PBH density fraction
β(M) =
ρPBH(ti)
ρc(ti)
, (15)
where ti is the formation time and ρc(ti) is the critical
density at that time. Ref. [9] presents constraints using
β′(M) defined, so as to absorb the uncertainties which
arise when evolving the constraint back to the PBH for-
mation time, as
β′(M) ≡ γ1/2
( g⋆,i
106.75
)−1/4
β(M) , (16)
where g⋆,i is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom
at the time the PBHs form. Assuming all PBHs form at
the same time with a mass which is a constant fraction of
the horizon mass, then the initial mass fraction is related
to the present PBH abundance by [9]
ΩDFPBH(M) =
(
β′(M)
1.2× 10−8
)(
h
0.72
)−2(
M
M⊙
)−1/2
,
(17)
where h is the dimensionless Hubble constant and ‘DF’
emphasises that this expression is only valid if all PBHs
form at the same time with a delta-function mass func-
tion.
Ref. [10] found that the tightest constraints on the cos-
mic string loop collapse fraction f came from the tight-
est constraints on the initial PBH mass fraction β(M).
We therefore concentrate on the tightest constraints on
β(M), which come from the effects of PBH evaporation
at the present day, or in the (relatively) recent past.
For PBHs with mass M < M⋆ which have evaporated
by today, secondary gamma-rays dominate the spectrum
of gamma-rays produced and
β′(M) . 3×10−27
(
M
M∗
)−5/2−2ǫ
for M <M∗ , (18)
where ǫ ∼ 0.1−0.4 parameterizes the energy dependence
of the observed gamma-ray intensity: Iobs ∝ E
−(1+ǫ)
γ [9].
For PBHs which have not yet completed their evapo-
ration primary gamma-rays dominate and [9]
β′(M) . 4× 10−26
(
M
M∗
)7/2+ǫ
for M > M∗ . (19)
As pointed out by Ref. [27], a tighter constraint can be
found by taking into account the contribution of known
astrophysical sources, such as blazars. This has recently
been done in Ref. [28] and we also consider their con-
straint on ΩDFPBH(M).
PBHs evaporating after recombination would damp
small-scale CMB anisotropies leading to a constraint [9]
β′(M) ≤ 3× 10−30
(
fH
0.1
)−1(
M
1013g
)3.1
,
for 2.5× 1013 g < M < 2.4× 1014 g , (20)
where fH ≈ 0.1 is the fraction of the emission in the form
of electrons and positrons.
Constraints calculated assuming a delta-function mass
function can be translated to an extended mass function
using [29] 3
∫ M2
M1
ψ(M)
ΩDFPBH(M)
dM ≤ 1 , (21)
where M1 < M < M2 is the range of validity of the
constraint and ψ(M) is defined such that the present day
effective PBH density parameter is given by
ΩeffPBH =
∫ ∞
0
ψ(M) dM . (22)
3 We use slightly different notation to Ref. [29] as they were in-
terested in PBHs as a dark matter candidate and hence only
considered masses M >M⋆.
4Using Eq. (13) we have
ψ(M) =
cstring
2M⋆
(
M
M⋆
)−3/2
Mmin < M < Mmax ,
(23)
whereMmin andMmax are the lightest and heaviest PBHs
formed and the dimensionless constant cstring depends on
the parameters of the cosmic string network and is given
by Eq. (14).
We use Eq. (17) to convert the constraints on β′(M),
Eqs. (18-20), into constraints on ΩeffPBH(Mmin). We then
use Eq. (21) and the mass function of PBHs formed via
cosmic string collapse, Eq. (23), to covert each of the con-
straints into a constraint on cstring which parameterises
the amplitude of the PBH mass function. Eq. (14) can
then be used to translate this constraint into a limit on
the cosmic string loop collapse fraction, f . In each case
if Mmin < M1, as expected as discussed above, then
ΩeffPBH(Mmin) ∝ M
−1/2
min and the constraint on cstring is
independent of Mmin:
cstring <


2× 10−9 primary gamma-rays ,
1× 10−10 secondary gamma-rays ,
2× 10−12 CMB anisotropies .
(24)
Using Eq. (14), the tightest constraint on cstring
in Eq. (24), from the damping of small-scale CMB
anisotropies, translates into a limit on the cosmic string
loop collapse fraction, f :
f . 7× 10−15
(
δ
0.1
)−1(
A
44
)−1 ( α
0.1
)−1/2
×
(
[1− 〈v2〉]
0.6
)−1(
Gµ/c2
1.5× 10−11
)−3/2
. (25)
The constraints from secondary and primary gamma-rays
lead to limits on f that are two and three orders of mag-
nitude weaker respectively.
IV. SUMMARY
We have updated the constraints on the collapse of cos-
mic string loops from limits on the abundance of PBHs.
In Sec. II we revisited the calculation of the rate at which
cosmic string loops form and the resulting PBH mass
function [11, 16]. We first of all incorporated the impact
of recent numerical simulations [17] which indicate that
only a fraction δ ∼ 0.1 of the energy of the long strings
go into the numerically dominant large loops. Secondly
we found a loop (and hence PBH) formation rate which
is smaller than in Refs. [11, 16] by a factor of 0.075. We
believe that this difference comes from the inclusion of
numerical factors in the expressions for the horizon dis-
tance and Hubble parameter.
In Sec. III we then applied the tightest current limits on
the abundance of PBHs, from extra-galactic gamma-rays
and the damping of small-scale CMB anisotropies [9], to
PBHs formed from cosmic string collapse. These lim-
its were calculated assuming a delta-function PBH mass
function. We therefore used the formalism of Ref. [29] to
apply them to the M−5/2 mass function of PBHs formed
from cosmic string collapse. The tightest constraint on
the amplitude of the PBH mass function comes from the
damping of small-scale CMB anisotropies. Using values
for the cosmic string network parameters from recent sim-
ulations [18], it leads to a limit on the cosmic string loop
collapse rate: f . 7 × 10−15[(Gµ/c2)/10−11]−3/2. Here
we have normalised the limit to the tightest constraint on
the cosmic string tension, from limits on the stochastic
gravitational wave background produced by oscillations
of cosmic string loops [15].
Our limit is roughly one order of magnitude tighter
than that found in Ref. [11] using gamma-ray constraints
on the PBH abundance. The CMB constraint we use is
much tighter than this gamma-ray constraint. However
the resulting improvement in the cosmic string loop col-
lapse rate is partly off-set by our refinement of the the-
oretical calculation of the cosmic string loop formation
rate.
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